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“Our task is to help children communicate with the World using all their potential, strengths and languages, 
and to overcome any obstacle presented by our culture “ - Malaguzzi 

Subject Vision and Values: 
We offer all children a high-quality Early Years education giving children a secure and confident start to 
their journey in formal education and a love of life-long learning. We are fully committed to ensuring 
individualised opportunities to meet the needs of all pupils so that they strive to succeed in all they do.  
The aims and objectives of the Early Years Curriculum at Thomas Bullock are in line with the Early Years 
Foundation Stage and enable children: 

● To encourage all pupils to be inventive, curious, inquisitive and independent learners through our 
focus on oracy and Talk 4 Writing curriculum approach. 

● To promote a general awareness of the fundamental British Values. 
● To develop the fundamental skills for life-long learning including a readiness for Key Stage One and 

beyond. 
● To provide children with an engaging and exciting curriculum which fosters a love of learning and 

curiosity. 
● To support children in developing a sense of self-worth and self-confidence. 
● To promote a supportive and inclusive learning environment in which their successes are celebrated 

and misconceptions and encouraged as a positive learning tool. 
Intent:  
We intend our ambitious and inclusive curriculum to educate all children in the knowledge, skills and 
understanding, to be effective, inquisitive, curious, independent learners and influence their wider thinking 
across all seven areas of the Early Years Foundation Stage. Our unique curriculum is carefully planned to 
meet the needs of each individual cohort, following guidance outlined within the EYFS Development Matters 
framework. We strive to create opportunities for children to communicate more successfully by developing 
skills through a language rich environment and by teaching specific topic-based vocabulary. Early language 
acquisition and oracy is a continued focus throughout our Early Years provision in both Nursery and 
Reception classrooms. 

Implementation: 
In our Early Years classroom: 
Our curriculum is designed to recognise and build upon the children’s prior knowledge and learning, providing 
first-hand experiences which allow the children to develop interpersonal skills, build resilience and become 
creative, critical thinkers who challenge themselves. Our topic-based approach is mapped annually, however, 
these plans are a working outline and guide which can adapt to meet the ever-changing interests and needs 
of our class. We sequential and progressive curriculum is differentiated to meet the needs of all learners. 
We encourage all children within the EYFS to demonstrate their attitudes and behaviours to learning through 
the Characteristics of Effective Learning, highlighted within the Development Matters framework and let 
their light shine.  
All staff within our Academy create an engaging environment for our learners and use ongoing assessments 
to secure knowledge to inform their planning and the quality provision provided. To maintain high standards 
of teaching within our academy, we invest in all staff by providing high quality continued professional 
development (CPD). This CPD ensures we stay up to date with current practises and philosophies of Early 



 

Education and can feed these into our teaching practises thus providing the children with the best start to 
their education in school. 
We provide children with a language-rich environment in which conversations, stories, singing and rhymes 
become a regular part of our day as well as additional support intervention sessions as necessary. 
We follow Read, Write Inc. Children start in our Nursery class focussing on environmental sounds and 
story-telling from the Autumn Term. From the Summer Term, children are introduced to the sounds, 
learning a new one daily. By the spring and summer term, we aim to have completed Set 1 and 2 Sounds 
with some further consolidation based on assessments and gap analysis. We place a high value on reading 
within our EYFS classroom, encouraging regular reading at home and also sharing books and stories daily in 
our Academy. 
Our academy considers the whole child and their development through fun, immersive and practical 
experiences, where they are encouraged to explore and experiment with their learning. We use both our 
fantastic outdoor and indoor environments.   
We believe in our pupils learning through play and we teach children objectives in whole class, small group 
and 1:1 which is then extended through our enhanced and continuous provision. Staff record snapshots of 
the children’s learning in the moment which help to identify where support and enhancement may be needed 
for the children to achieve and exceed the objectives. We also carry out planned observations on our Focus 
Children weekly, which are then recorded on Tapestry and inform future teaching sequences. In line with 
the latest September 2021 EYFS guidance, a high emphasis is placed on teacher knowledge and our 

timetabling allows for close and frequent interactions between our EYFS staff and pupils.  
 Within our planning and assessments cycle, we reflect upon the ‘characteristics of learning’ as outlined with 
the EYFS (playing and exploring; active learning and creating and thinking critically). These key skills are 

fundamental to success life-long learning as pupils progress through the school.  
At Thomas Bullock CE Primary Academy, we encourage all pupils to ‘Let their light shine’ and place a great 
emphasis on enjoying and celebrating achievements. We strongly believe in learning through play in the Early 
Years. Children in our Academy feel safe to try new things and show curiosity. 

Impact 
At Thomas Bullock Primary & Nursery Academy, we recognise that in all classes there are children of 
widely- different abilities and we seek to provide suitable learning opportunities for all children by matching 
the challenge of the task to the ability of the child. We achieve this by: 

● setting common tasks which are open-ended and can have a variety of responses; 
● setting tasks of increasing difficulty that allows children to deepen their understanding 

● providing resources of different complexity to suit the needs of the child  
● allowing time peer- to- peer discussion frequently  
● class teacher making appropriate arrangements to accommodate any specific special educational 

needs. 
Cultural Capital links 
In EYFS the experience we give to children in school includes a weekly forest school and outdoor learning 
session which can be in our farm, forest school or at our pond.  Alongside daily song and rhyme we have 
an experienced specialist teacher for Nursery and EYFS music and instrument to ensure all children have 
musical exposure.  We regularly go on trips within our community and the wider local environment matching 
their learning threads.  Children have an opportunity to meet important community figures through our 
programme of visitors to school which often matches their interests. Children experience celebrations and 
festivals from a diverse range of cultures including cooking, DT and expressive arts and design. 
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